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For a coupled system of KdV equations the prolongation Lie algebra isexpficitly determined. It turns out to be of 
Kac-Moody type. 
1. In t roduct ion .  Recently Hirota and Satsuma [1] 
introduced the system of equations: 
u t - a(Uxx x + 6UUx) - 2bdp(o x = O, 
~t +~xxx + 3U~x --0, (l) 
a system with parameters a and b of coupled KdV 
equations for two functions u and ~ of the indepen- 
dent variables x and t. It turns out that the value a 
= ~ is most interesting, b can be scaled to any non- 
zero number, e.g. b = -3 .  Dodd and Fordy [2] used 
the Wahlquist-Estabrook prolongation technique [3] 
to study system (1) and they found, that for a = 
this system possesses a linear scattering problem and 
a Lax pair and so they proved system (1) to be com- 
pletely integrable in a certain sense. In a recent paper 
Wilson [4] pointed out that system (1) is an example 
of a general construction of Drinfel'd and Sokolov 
[5 ]. This construction i volves infinite-dimensional 
Kac-Moody algebras. He showed that system (1) 
is connected with the affine Kac-Moody algebra 
C~ 1). In the construction of Drinfel'd and Sokolov 
the KdV equation itself is related to the algebra A] 1). 
In the present note the structure of the general pro- 
longation algebra of system (1) will be explicitly de- 
termined for the value a = -~ and b = -3 .  
It will turn out to be a direct product H 5 X S of 
a 5-dimensional Heisenberg algebra H 5 and S. S is an 
infinite subalgebra of C2® O It] generated by 10 ele- 
ments. Here C 2 is the classical 10-dimensional simple 
Lie algebra. The KdV prolongation algebra is isomor- 
phic to the direct product H X (A 1 ® C It} ), see refs. 
[6,7]. For the nonlinear Schr6dinger equation the 
general structure of the prolongation algebra is also 
known [8]. 
The results mentioned above strongly suggest that 
there must be a close relation, yet to be discovered, 
between the Drinfel 'd-Sokolov construction and the 
Wahlquist-Estabrook prolongation method. The re- 
sults in this note have been derived with intensive use 
of symbolic omputations in REDUCE. 
2. Determinat ion  o f  the pro longat ion fo rm.  In ac- 
cordance with Dodd and Fordy we describe system 
(1) by the following differential ideal I, generated by 
the differential forms: 
~1 = du A dt -  p dx ^  dt, o~ 2 =dp A dt - r dx ^  dt, 
~3 = dq~ ^  dt - q dx ^  dt, ~4 = dq ^  dt - s dx ^  dt, 
a 5 = du ^  dx - a dt ^  dr - 6(qq5 - aup)dx  ^  dt, 
oL 6 = dx A d~ + dt  ^ ds - 3uq dx ^ dt.  (2) 
Herep = Ux; r  = Uxx; q = ¢x;  S = (~xx .
The ideal I is prolonged to the ideal I' by adding 
to it the Lie algebra valued 1-form: 
co = dy + F dx + G dt ,  
where F and G are functions of u, ¢, p, q, r, s and y,  
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still to be determined. Requiring the ideal I' to be 
closed, yields the following conditions for F and G" 
F :F=F =& :0, F +q:F - 2 :o, 
64~qF u + pG u + qG~ + rGp + sG 
- 3upF + 3uqFea IF, GI, (3) 
where [F G] = FG - GF . This system of equations 
' y Y 
can be integrated with respect to u, ~, p, r and s. The 
integration constants, which are Lie algebra elements 
and functions of y,  are not all linear independent. 
The dependencies are discovered by checking various 
Jacobi identities. 
Finally the following expression for F and G are 
found : 
F = (u 2 - 2~bZ)x 4 + q~X 3 + uX 2 +X1, 
G = 2UXl0-4q~X 9+(u 2 2~b2)X 8+4X 7 +2pX 6 -4qX 5 
+ 2(8q~s-4q 2 p2 +2ru +4u3)X 4 -4(u(o+s)X 3 
+ 2(r + 3u 2 - 6~b2)X 2. (4) 
This result is somewhat more general than obtained 
by Doff and Fordy [2]. In addition the X i have to 
satisfy the following commutator elations, where 
for simplicity we write XiX  ] in place of [Xi,Xi]: 
X1X 4 = X1X 6 = X1X 7 = X2X 3 : X2X 4 : X3X 4 
= X4X 5 = X4X 6 = X4X 8 = X4X 9 = X4Xlo = 0, 
X 1X 2 =X6, X 1X 3 =X5, X 1X 5 =X9, 
X1X 6 =X10 , X1X 9 =X3X7, X1Xlo =-2X2X7,  
X2X 5 = -2X3,  X2X 6 =X8, X2Xlo = X3X 9 
: (  4X4X 7 -6X6) /3  , X3X 5 :X8, 
X3X6: -2X3,  X3X Io : -2X  5. (5) 
Using the Jacobi identity, the following relations must 
hold too : 
X2X 8 = X3X 8 = XsX  6 = O, 
X1X 8 = X3X 9 = X2X 9 : -2X5,  
X5X8 = -4X3 , X5XIo = X6X9 , X6X8 : 2X 8. 
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Table B. Basistransformation 
X l = 2X4/3 X 1 = (-XI2-2/2X[I-2¢2X~+4X¼)/4 
Xi =(X8+ZX2)/2 X 2 = -¢2X~-/ZXg+X~ 
X~ = (XII+2X6)/2 X 3 = -/2X~+/2X~ 
X~ = (X13+4X1)/4 X 4 = 3X[/2 
X~ = (EI7+I6X7)/16 X 5 = -XI0+X } 
Xg = (Xa+2X3)/(/") X 6 = -Xl0-X}+X ~ 
X~ = (Xtl+2X5)/4 X 7 = (-X17-X16+4¢X15+16¢2X~)/(16¢2) 
X~ = (X13-2Xlo+4X9)/(8/) X 8 = 2/2X~+2/2X~ 
X~ = (Xs-2X3)/(4/2) X 9 = -¢2X|t+¢ZX ~ 
XI0 = (XII-2X5)/4 Xlo = (X|e-2¢2Xll-2/ZX~)/2 
X[I = (X13-2XlO-4Eg)/(8¢2) Xll = 2X[o+2E ~ 
X[2 = (X13+2X10)/2 X12 = (-X14-Xi3)/¢2 
X[3 ~ (-2/2XI4-/2XI2)/2 XI3 = X |2+2/2Xh+2¢2X ~ 
X[4 = (2/2XI4-/2XI2)/2 XI4 = (X~4-X[3)/(2/2) 
El5 = (-XlT-4ElS)/$ El 5 = (-XlT-X16-4/2X15)/(4/2) 
XI6 = (£2X17-4¢2XI6-4¢2XI5)/4 El6 = (E[7-X[6)/(2¢2) 
El7 = (/2XI7+4/2XI6-4/2EI5)/4 X17 = (X|7+XI6-4/2XI5)//2 
XI8 = (-8XIg+X[8)/4 X[8 = 2X[9+2XI8 
X19 = (8X19+XI8)/4 XI9 = (Xlg-XI8)/4 
Introducing new elements and using only Jacobi iden- 
tities we arrive at the following uncomplete Lie com- 
mutator table, see table A. Continuing in the same 
way (up to dimension 27) and constructing as well 
as analyzing finite closures of the uncomplete al- 
gebra, the structure became transparent. This be- 
comes even more clear, by applying the transforma- 
tion of the basis, defined in table B. The result of 
this transformation is given in table C. Obviously 
by X] ,X'2,X'3,X' 4 and X~ a 5-dimensional nilpotent 
Heisenberg algebra H 5 is generated. Furthermore it 
is a direct factor of the complete algebra. This may 
be proved by mathematical induction: Take for in- 
stance one example of an induction step. Let X20 
= X'sX]8 and use the Jacobi identity 
J ( i ,8,  18) = (XIX'8)X'18 + (X'8X'I 8)X~. 
In the following analysis it turned out to be very com- 
fortable to use the following Z 1 -grading, which can 
be derived by assuming all relators to be homogene- 
ous with respect to the grading. 
{degree; element} : { -3 ;X4},  {-1;X2,X3,X8}, 
{0;X5 ,X6)  , {1;X1 ,X9 ,X Io} ,  {3;X7}. (6) 
¢X'X' aX' -~  i 18 j 8 =0.  
? r t 
This formula reduces by hypothesis to X~.(X8X18 ) 
= X~X'20 = 0 for i = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,  5. Therefore we now 
know, L = H 5 × S (direct product). 
To investigate the structure of the remaining part 
S we proceed as follows: Construct the C2-module 
L' = C 2 ® C [t],  an algebra of C2-Kac-Moody type. 
An element of L' is a polynomial in t, with coeffi- 
TABLE C transformed table A 
E i X~ X~ X~ X~ X~ X~ X~ X~ El0 Ell X~2 XI3 X[4 El5 El6 X|7 El8 x~9 
x I 0 0 0 0 -x~ 0 0 0 
x~ 0 0 -x~ 0 0 0 0 
x~ o o o o o o 
X~ 0 0 0 0 0 
X~ 0 0 0 0 
X~ 0 2X~ X~ 





0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o o o o o -XI2 -XI3 0 0 2X|6 o 
o o o -x|2 -x~3 x14 x|5 -2x]6 o o o 
o o o El4 x15 o o -x|8 o -2x14x[5 o 
o 2x~ X~o o -x h 0 -x[4 0 0 o zxi7 
0 2x h -xÂ2 xi3 -x14 x[5 0 -2x17 0 0 









X[2 Xt3 X14 X[5 XI6 XI7 XlS XI9 
0 X[6 X[7 ( -x l9 -x I8 ) /2  0 xi4x[6 xi4x]6 
0 (-Xtg+X18)/2 x13x15 0 X|4X[6 XI4X|9+XI5X]6-XI5X[7 -Xi4X19-X~sXI6+X15X|7 
0 0 -XI4XI9 
0 0 
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cients in C 2 . The product " . "  is defined on the 
monomials as (atJ).(bt go) = [a, b] tJ +k , fo r /and  k 
positive integers and a and b elements of C2, and bi- 
l inearly extended in the usual way, 
Let D be the subalgebra of  L', generated by YI 
,, l, r, , ,  ,1 
=Xl '  Y2 =X2 '  Y3 =X3,  Y4 =X4,  Y5 =X5 '  Y6 = 
t t  t t  t t  t t  t t  
X6, Y7 =X7t, Y8 = Xst ,  Y9 =X9t, Y10 =XI0  t. 
Here the X}' (i = 1 ..... 10) are generators of the al- 
gebra C 2 . Their commutator  relations are given in 
table D. The algebra S can now be described as fol- 
lows: Let F= F(X'6,X'7,X'8,X'9,X]o,X]I ,X]2 , 
X]3,X]4,X'15 ) the free Lie algebra generated by 10 
letters, and interprete table C as a set of relators be- 
tween these letters, which generate an ideal R in F. 
Then S = F/R. Indeed, consider the homomorphism 
I t 
f:  F -+ D, generated by: r l  =f (X6) ,  Y2 =f(X7) ,  Y3 
=f(X~) ,  r 4 =f(X~),  ]I5 =f(X' lo) ,  r6 =f (X ' l l ) ,  Y7 
=f (x12) ,  Y8 =f (X l3 ) ,  Y9 =f (x14) ,  Ylo =f(x'15).  
it is easy to prove that each relator of table C is 
transformed into 0. 
As an example take the following relation using 
tables C and D: 
, , =_ l _y ,y '  = !y t (y '  y '  ' ' 
X14X15 2~8~*18 2-- 8~- 13~- 14 - -  X12X15 ) 
• I ! I t ! t t t t 
using X 18 = (X13 X14 ~ X12 X15 )X8 X18 = -2X14X15.  
Now look atf(X]aX]5 ) as well ' ' ' ' as at f ( -  i X8(Xl 3X14 
-X' I  2X]5 )) : 
f(X;4X;5 ) : Y9YIo = X9t X;'ot = X3t2 ' 
f(--½ X'8(X'13X;4 - X;2X;5) )= - ½ Y3(Y8 Y9 - Y7 YIO ) 
t t  t !  i t  I t  I t  
- -  1 X3 (X 8 t X 9 t - 
- -~ X7tXlot) 
- + x '  9 - 
1 --,,--,, 2 =X3t2 = --~X3X2t 
Tab le  D . A C 2 a lgebra .  
x~ x~ x~ x~ xg xg x~ x~ x~ x~0 
x~ 0 2xy x~ 0 0 0 0 0 -xy -xg 
x~ 0 2x 3 0 0 0 -x~ -x~ ~ x% 
x] 0 0 0 0 x~ x% 0 0 
x x 0 2xX xg 0 -x~ 0 -x~ 
xg 0 2xg -x~ x~ -x~ x~0 
xg o x~ o xyo o 
xy o xy x~ (-xg-x~)/2 
x~ 0 (-xg+x~)/2 xg 
x~ o x~ 
X~0 0 
t 4 x7 x~ xg xa xg xg 
t3 x~ xg x~ x% 
t 2 xy x~ xg xa xg xg 
0 x~ x~ x~ x% 
t o x 7 x~ x~ x a xg xg 
-2  0 2 0 0 0 -1  -1 1 1 
0 0 0 -2  0 2 -1 1 -1  1 
Therefore fgenerates a homomorphism of S = F/R 
onto D. Now consider D as a free Lie algebra gener- 
ated by the letters YI ,--', YI0 with the relations con- 
sidering them as elements of L'. Then any such rela- 
tion is contained in f (R) .  For instance, using tables C 
and D: Y6Y7 = Y8, Y6 =f (X l l ) ,  Y7 =f(X12) ,  Y8 
=f(X'I3),f(X~IX~2) =f(X~3),  or a second one: 
t l , l l 
Y1 Y2 = 2YI,  Y1 =f (X6) ,  Y2 =f(X7),-[(X6X7) = 
f (2X~).  It follows that S is isomorphic with D. 
The general structure of the algebra D is illustrated 
in table E, where the numbers on the bottom indi- 
cate the weights of the Lie algebra C 2 . 
3. Conclusion and remarks. We have been able to 
determine the prolongation algebra of the coupled 
system of KdV equations for a special choice of the 
parameters. The first two columns of the algebra 
reported in table E make thinking of two quantised 
particles, whereas the third column describes their 
interaction, reflecting the fact, that (1) is a sys- 
tem of coupled KdV equations. 
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